
 

Key Drivers to Successful
Business Succession
Planning
Four factors that will guide your decision on
ownership transition
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When contemplating business succession options, there are several

changes that private and family-owned businesses can make to

positively impact their bottom line today, aiding in their keep-sell

decision down the road.
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Four corporate areas to address now

Most business owners do not have — but plan to develop — a formalized

business succession plan. However, given the changes to competitive

positioning and dynamics, capital market conditions, shareholder

dynamics and the tax laws, you may not want to wait any longer.

Planning ahead and anticipating changes in these areas could have

favorable implications for your business strategy and shareholder

harmony.

No matter how you plan to transition your business  —  keep, sell,

employee stock ownership plan (ESOP), initial public offering (IPO)  —

 knowing your options and building eSciency and Texibility today will

provide Unancial peace of mind for years to come.

So what are the key determinants to guide your decision on ownership

transition? We focus on the following four key drivers:

Competitive positioning
Capital market conditions
Shareholder dynamics and objectives
Changes in tax laws

Evaluating whether you have the right combination of competitive

position, Unancial and human resources to drive production will also help

determine whether to keep or sell.

In some cases, the best positioning for a company and opportunities for

its employees is to sell the company to a competitor.  In other situations,

the better option may be to acquire a competitor or simply stay put.

Competitive positioning

As a business owner, you realize that shareholder value is ultimately a

function of your company’s competitive position within your industry.

One way to determine the extent to which you have gained and

sustained a competitive advantage is to compare your historical and

current Unancial metrics to an industry, segment proxy or averages you

deem appropriate. Now challenge yourself: what can you do to get an

edge on the competition?

As if leading and managing an enterprise during turbulent times isn’t

challenging enough, strategic positioning for the private business owner

adds much more complexity than ever before. The balancing act of

coordinating your competitive business vision with the appropriate

amount of Unancial and leadership resources is key. Given the favorable
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Unancial conditions, the cost and availability of capital allows most

business owners the ability to Unance their business opportunities.

Your key leadership team

What kind of key leadership team do you need? It is not just about the

team that got you to where you are today, it’s also about the team you

need to take you to where you want to be in the future.

Examine your incentive plans to see if and how they align with the

strategic initiatives of the organization. Too often, there is little emphasis

on incentive for senior leaders to identify, train and develop their

replacements. Without strong depth and breadth within the management

team, the value of your business will decline as your competitive

positioning erodes.

Capital market conditions

Other key questions during the decision-making process are: “What are

companies paying for businesses like mine? What are the terms? And

how would this change my Unancial snapshot and proUle? It is

important, regardless of whether you decide to keep or sell, to know the

impact on your personal Unancial statement, cash Tow, liquidity, risk

proUle and asset protection for you and your family.

For larger businesses and estates, you may need to think in terms of a

multi-generational family Unancial snapshot and proUle.

Before you make a decision, have your Unancial advisory team help you

prepare and plan for either option. Encourage them to provide thought-

provoking, strategic insights and share best practices of what other

families have done and why.

In some cases, by the time you sell the business, pay taxes and reinvest

in today’s low-yielding capital markets, you may Und the cash Tow drops

to 25% or less of the cash Tow you had prior to selling. An all liquid, well-

diversiUed portfolio has radically different risk factors and family

harmony implications versus an illiquid private business.

Shareholder dynamics and objectives

After Unancial peace of mind, the most essential objective of most

business owners is shareholder and family harmony. The integration of

business and family goals as well as all the Unancial needs can develop

into a transition of wealth that brings with it tremendous conTict.
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not only strengthens family bonds, but it enhances the company’s ability

to compete. Without a business succession plan, those who beneUt

might not be those you would choose.

Changes in tax laws

Competitive positioning for private and family owned businesses in the

United States requires that the owners anticipate changes in areas that

effect the health of the business, including areas that are less familiar,

such as strategic wealth planning.  Recent changes in the tax laws may

create one of the largest competitive positioning opportunities of your

lifetime. If ignored, however, they may pose one of the greatest threats to

the survival of your business.

Under the new tax reform, estate tax exclusions, which had been

approximately $5.5 million ($11 million for a married couple) has

doubled to approximately $11 million ($22 million for married couples)

and a federal estate tax rate of 40%.

The favorable conditions that are in place today will expire in 2025 if no

changes are made by Congress. Considering increases in budget deUcits

and potential changes in the political climate, the “sunset” provision date

may come sooner than 2025. Thus, the current window of opportunity

may be short-lived. In order to strategically position your business and

shareholder wealth for long term health and harmony, run the math now

and compare the results against doing nothing.

The obligation to pay estate taxes is borne, personally, by the

shareholders. However, from a competitive strategy standpoint, for

businesses (and estates) above $22 million, the estate taxes are

effectively a “hidden liability” on the corporate balance sheet equal to

approximately 40% (plus state taxes) of the value of the business.

The question you as business owner, your CFO and underwriter need to

ask is, “How can my company compete long-term if my estate must pay

40% or more of the value of the business in taxes simply to ‘Stay in the

game?’"

What is the potential cost of waiting?

Using the Rules of 72 as a handy guide, the value of an estate growing at

a rate of 7.2% doubles in value every 10 years. The associated estate

taxes increase as well. For deaths occurring after 2017, assuming a 60-

year-old couple with a taxable estate of $22.4 million, there would be no

estate taxes if both spouses died. However, assuming federal and state



rates of 45%, by age 70, the estate tax liability would increase to more

than $10 million and by age 80 to over $30 million.

Given the aging business owner, the ability to “fund away” the estate

taxes with life insurance becomes unaffordable, and eventually

unavailable (for health reasons). If the value of the business is a majority

of the net worth, this growing and hidden liability (with no known due

date) becomes a serious risk that jeopardizes the company’s ability to

compete.

By strategically positioning your family wealth (as you did your

business), you may be able to properly “plan away” some or all of the

estate tax liability. If you plan well, your shareholder and family wealth

plan should be easier to communicate and hopefully enhance the

likelihood that everyone will want to get together for holiday dinners. 

The future is now

The economic reality for private business owners in the United States is

that it is crucial to integrate an eScient and Texible personal wealth

management strategy into your corporate strategic planning objectives.

The earlier you begin the planning process, the more cost-eScient and

seamless the ownership and management transition are likely to be. You

may be able to strategically position for the future, but also to maximize

value irrespective of the keep or sell decision.

Planning well and early will allow you to beneUt the entities closest to

you: your family, your community (via philanthropy) and your employees.

Ready to help

At PNC, we focus on combining a deeper understanding of your

business and personal goals with a wide range of Unancial advisory

resources to help provide objective and holistic advice for you, your

business and family. To learn more about how we can bring ideas,

insight and solutions to you regarding your business’s succession, visit

pnc.com/ideas to get started today.

(This sponsored content was provided by PNC Bank.)

The PNC Financial Services Group, Inc. (“PNC”) uses the marketing names PNC Wealth
Management  and Hawthorn, PNC Family Wealth to provide investment, wealth
management, and Uduciary services to provide wealth planning education to individual
clients through its subsidiary, PNC Bank, National Association (“PNC Bank”), which is a
Member FDIC, and to provide speciUc Uduciary and agency services through its
subsidiary, PNC Delaware Trust Company or PNC Ohio Trust Company. PNC also uses the
marketing names PNC Institutional Asset Management , PNC Retirement Solutions ,
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Vested Interest and PNC Institutional Advisory Solutions  for the various discretionary
and non-discretionary institutional investment activities conducted through PNC Bank
and through PNC’s subsidiary PNC Capital Advisors, LLC, a registered investment adviser
(“PNC Capital Advisors”). Standalone custody, escrow, and directed trustee services;
FDIC-insured banking products and services; and lending of funds are also provided
through PNC Bank. PNC does not provide legal, tax, or accounting advice unless, with
respect to tax advice, PNC Bank has entered into a written tax services agreement. PNC
does not provide services in any jurisdiction in which it is not authorized to conduct
business. PNC Bank is not registered as a municipal advisor under the Dodd-Frank Wall
Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act (“Act”). Investment management and related
products and services provided to a “municipal entity” or “obligated person” regarding
“proceeds of municipal securities” (as such terms are deUned in the Act) will be provided
by PNC Capital Advisors.

“PNC Wealth Management,” “Hawthorn, PNC Family Wealth,” “Vested Interest,” “PNC
Institutional Asset Management,” “PNC Retirement Solutions,” and “PNC Institutional
Advisory Solutions” are registered services marks of The PNC Financial Services Group,
Inc.

Investments: Not FDIC Insured. No Bank Guarantee. May Lose Value.

Insurance: Not FDIC Insured. No Bank or Federal Government Guarantee. Not a Deposit.
May Lose Value.
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